
What is Sake? 

Sake is a fermented alcoholic drink made with rice and water.  Sake has been around for over 1000 years.  

Japanese culture and sake are inseparable.  In Japan, when we celebrate mourn or commemorate an event, 

sake is consumed.  Sake is made with rice so it is very food friendly.  It is amazing that a drink with so 

much complexity, so many tastes can be created with just rice which in itself is simply a starchy grain.   

 

Types of Sake by Government Categorization 

GINJO 吟醸 DAI-GINJO大吟醸 (Price: Expensive) 

The most characteristic of this type is it’s fruity aroma called GINJO KOU.  Depending on the technique 

and the yeast used, you will get floral, melon, banana, apple, pineapple or pear notes.   

The rice used is polished down to a yield rate of 60% or less (GINJO) or 50% or less (DAI-GINJO) and 

fermented slowly (over two months) using particular yeast types under temperature controlled environment.  

Thus takes more rice and longer time to create.  Before commercial refrigeration, this type of brewing 

wasn’t possible or distributed to the public, so it is a relatively modern style of sake.  Best enjoyed chilled.   

Matches well with simple flavored dishes like Sushi, Sashimi or Edamame. 

 

JUNMAI 純米 (Price: Intermediate) 

Its made purely from rice and water and the rice polish yield is 70% or less.  

It has vastly varying aroma/tastes depending on the intent of the Master Brewer.   

 

FUTSUSHU 普通酒 (Price: Cheap/Low Grade) 

Allowed to add flavouring and ethanol, and not good quality so you won’t find it in export markets.   

 

Types of Sake by Aroma / Mouth feel 

Aromatic 薫酒                     

Typical example, DAI-GINJO 

  Mouth feel    

Aging 熟酒 

Typical example, KOSHU (cellared sake) 

 

Light 爽酒 

Typical example, NAMA-CHOZO,  

                                

Rich 醇酒 

Typical example, YAMAHAI JUNMAI 

 

Other Keywords relating to Production Technique 

YAMAHAI/KIMOTO 山廃/生酛 

These two relates to the way the initial SHUBO (MOTHER SAKE) is brewed.  This process needs acidity to 

avoid spoilage so most modern techniques add lactic acid yielding bacteria as well as adding sake yielding 

yeast but in YAMAHAI/KIMOTO, they rely on naturally present microorganisms and the sake yielding 

yeast only.  This is an inefficient and time consuming process but yields a naturally yellowish complex 

relatively acidic rich sake.  The antonym is SOKUJOMOTO (quick brewed) when they add the lactic acid 

yeast.   

 

NAMA 生 

Usually sake is pasteurized in two occasions.  Upon moving to the tank and upon bottling.   

NAMA SAKE 生酒 Unpasteurised.  Requires complete refrigeration from brewing to consumption.   

NAMA CHOZO 生貯蔵 Pasteurized only upon bottling.   

NAMA ZUME 生詰 Pasteurized only upon tank storage.   

 

GENSHU 原酒 

Sake upon final production, is usually close to 20% alcohol by volume.  Most sake is slightly diluted with 

water and sold at 15-16%.  So this original GENSHU is intense in flavor and alcohol.   

 



 

MUROKA 無濾過 

“Unfiltered” and retains character.  Technically, all sake must be filtered to a degree to be called Nihonshu 

(Japanese Sake) by Japanese government.  The degree of filtration would vary from very coarse filter to 

fine filter and/or using activated charcoal filter etc.  So depending on the degree of filtration, we have 

NIGORI SAKE (milky) or MUROKA (not fine filtered).   

 

SHINSHU/SHIBORITATE 新酒/しぼりたて 

Shinshu=New sake.  Shiboritate=First pressed.  Sake making starts at Autumn and is at its peak during 

winter.  The first product is available late winter to spring and is called SHINSHU or SHIBORITATE.  

You can enjoy a very fresh taste.   

 

Rice Polish Yield Rate 精米歩合 

The number is the yield rate after polishing rice.  The general rule is that the less the number, the clean the 

taste is and the more GINJO KOU aromas you get.  The larger the number, you won’t get any GINJOU 

KOU but you will get other funky or complex character from the sake, and due to the yield, the less 

expensive the resulting sake is.   

 

Sake Score 日本酒度 

This shows the specific gravity of sake.  The Sake determining authority uses a float scale to measure the 

specific gravity of sake.  The more residual sugar, the heavier the sake, and the float scale floats higher.   

Generally speaking, the scale shows the below.   

over＋6.0 +3.5〜+5.9 +1.5～+3.4 -1.4〜+1.4 -1.5～-3.4 -3.5～-5.9 under-6.0 

Super dry Dry Slightly dry Normal Slightly sweet Sweet Super sweet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amino Acidity アミノ酸度 A relatively new spec that might be shown on the label.  This shows the 

amount of amino acids in sake. Glutamic acid is a common form, a natural form of MSG.  So the higher the 

content, the more UMAMI the sake has and the lower the content, the cleaner the sake tastes.  On average, 

sake will have a score range of 1.0-2.0 and a statistic has shown that a GINJO sake has an average content 

of 1.3 and a JUNMAI has 1.54.  The acidity number unit is also based on how many ml of testing chemical 

is required to neutralize the floating acids.   

 

Rice Variety  Rice variety is less of a deciding factor compared to wine as rice is essentially a starchy grain.  

But sake rice must be large and contain a large opaque core and only rice meeting these characteristics suit 

sake making. YAMADA NISHIKI 山田錦 is considered the best and GOHYAKUMAGOKU 五百万石 is 

also famous but there are a dozen or so of local varieties depending on the area suiting the local climate.    

 

Acidity 酸度 

This shows the amount of acidity in sake. The acidity 

does not necessarily relate to straight up sour taste.  

The higher the acidity, the more clear or heavy the 

taste becomes and the lower the figure, the more bland 

or light the taste becomes.  So if the sake score is the 

same, the more acidity will make the sake impression 

drier.  So sometimes, the sake score might not be so 

high but the acidity will make it taste dry.  The 

number is not PH based, it is based on a test where the 

amount of alkaline chemical is measured in order to 

neutralize 10ml of sake.   


